Candidate: __________________________________________________

Candidate NICET ID No.:_______________

SM

Standard Model

NICET ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION

Experience Application, Part II: Verifier Data
(Please print legibly or type)

To be completed by the Verifier only
Name: ______________________________________________ Title: __________________________________________________
Current employer: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Daytime phone: ____________________________ Email: ____________________________________________________________
Professional licenses/certifications: _______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
My observation of the candidate occurred during my employment at:
___ Current employer
___ Previous employer: _________________________________________________________________________________

My observation of the candidate occurred as a part of my role as:
___ Candidate’s direct supervisor
___ Candidate’s indirect supervisor/manager responsible for the candidate’s work results/outcomes
___ Engineer on one of the candidate’s projects
___ Governmental authority: _______________________________________________
___ Contract supervisor for:

___ client, or

___ general contractor

___ Other: ______________________________________________________________

I have (Check all that apply):
___ directly observed the candidate’s work.
___ directly observed the results of the candidate’s work.
___ received reliable reports from those who have directly observed the candidate’s work.
___ observed the candidate’s ability to supervise others who are doing this work.

During what time period were you in the above-indicated relationship with the candidate?
From ____ / ____ to ____ / ____
Mo.

Yr.

Mo.

Yr.

Verifier’s Statement:
I certify that:





I understand and have carefully considered each performance measure that I have verified or will verify.
I have not verified, and will not verify, any performance measure that I have not either personally observed or received reliable and
specific reports from one who has personally observed the performance.
I have not signed, and will not sign, any verification statement on a form that does not have the candidate’s name at the top.
I have not asked nor will I ask anyone to sign my name in my stead.

Signature _____________________________________________ Date ________________________ Initials ___________

Mail the completed Experience Application Package with payment to: NICET, c/o Bank of America, PO Box 418651, Boston, MA 02241-8651
If this form supplements a previously-paid experience evaluation, send it to: NICET Evaluation, 1420 King Street, Alexandria VA 22314

12/13

Candidate: ______________________________________________ Verifier: _______________________________________________

NICET ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION

Experience Application, Part III: Performance Verification
Inspection and Testing of Water-Based Systems
Instructions to the Verifier: For each performance measure listed, please write your initials in the column at the right if you have
witnessed that capability in the candidate’s performance of his/her job.

Level I Performance Measures
Verifier’s Initials

The candidate has repeatedly demonstrated an ability to:
0304-1101 maintain personal safety on the jobsite.
0304-1102 follow verbal or written instructions, obtaining information when needed.
0304-1103 locate basic information in NFPA 25.
0304-1104 reliably identify equipment commonly used in inspecting and testing water-based systems.
0304-1105 reliably identify components commonly used in water-based systems.
0304-1106 identify physical damage to components of water-based systems.
0304-1107 confirm that control valves are in the correct position.
0304-1108 determine whether existing signage is properly attached and legible.
0304-1109 accurately record inspection and testing data in the field.

Statement of Verification: I verify that I have a detailed personal knowledge of the candidate’s performance related to each of the performance measures
that I have initialed above and that, in my best professional judgment and according to government and industry standards and best practices, each
initialed statement is true and has been repeatedly and consistently demonstrated.

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Note: Verifier must have submitted one “Verifier Information” form related to this candidate.
Mail the completed Experience Application Package with payment to: NICET, c/o Bank of America, PO Box 418651, Boston, MA 02241-8651
If this form supplements a previously-paid experience evaluation, send it to: NICET Evaluation, 1420 King Street, Alexandria VA 22314
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Candidate: ______________________________________________ Verifier: _______________________________________________

NICET ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION

Experience Application, Part III: Performance Verification
Inspection and Testing of Water-Based Systems
Instructions to the Verifier: For each performance measure listed, please write your initials in the column at the right if you have
witnessed that capability in the candidate’s performance of his/her job.

Level II Performance Measures
Verifier’s Initials

The candidate has repeatedly demonstrated an ability to:
0304-3101 plan a sequence of inspection and testing tasks that efficiently meet the requirements of codes and standards.
0304-3102 determine the age of different types of installed sprinklers.
0304-3103 determine the presence of foreign material in opened pipes by visual inspection.
0304-3104 read and interpret fire protection plans, acceptance reports, and inspection and testing reports.
0304-3105 conduct pre-inspection meetings that acquire sufficient information for complete and accurate inspections.
0304-3106 conduct inspections and tests without unnecessary disruption to the client’s work processes.
0304-3107 conduct and report on a fire pump churn test without immediate supervision.
0304-3108 conduct and report on a full flow trip test of a dry pipe system without immediate supervision.
0304-3109

work within the scope and limitations of the role of the inspector (avoiding evaluations based on design standards
while performing NFPA 25-compliant inspection and testing activities).

0304-3110 conduct post-inspection meetings that convey complete and accurate information to the owner/representative.
Statement of Verification: I verify that I have a detailed personal knowledge of the candidate’s performance related to each of the performance measures
that I have initialed above and that, in my best professional judgment and according to government and industry standards and best practices, each
initialed statement is true and has been repeatedly and consistently demonstrated.

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Note: Verifier must have submitted one “Verifier Information” form related to this candidate.
Mail the completed Experience Application Package with payment to: NICET, c/o Bank of America, PO Box 418651, Boston, MA 02241-8651
If this form supplements a previously-paid experience evaluation, send it to: NICET Evaluation, 1420 King Street, Alexandria VA 22314

06/14

Candidate: ______________________________________________ Verifier: _______________________________________________

NICET ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION

Experience Application, Part III: Performance Verification
Inspection and Testing of Water-Based Systems
Instructions to the Verifier: For each performance measure listed, please write your initials in the column at the right if you have
witnessed that capability in the candidate’s performance of his/her job.

Level III Performance Measures
Verifier’s Initials

The candidate has repeatedly demonstrated an ability to:
0304-5101

assure that inspection and testing team members have the qualifications, knowledge, and tools to properly
complete assigned jobs.

0304-5102 identify the presence of special systems such as foam, water mist, or ultra-high speed water spray.
0304-5103 create the flow required for various tests.
0304-5104 manage the discharge from flow tests to avoid property damage or work disruption.
0304-5105 use a pitot gauge to accurately measure water flow.
0304-5106 inspect and test systems protecting freezers and cold storage areas.
0304-5107 test supervisory devices on tanks.
0304-5108

identify and test various types and configurations of detection systems that cause the activation of pre-action and
deluge systems.

0304-5109

complete formal reports on a variety of testing and inspection activities that clearly and accurately present and
interpret the results to the designated parties.

Statement of Verification: I verify that I have a detailed personal knowledge of the candidate’s performance related to each of the performance measures
that I have initialed above and that, in my best professional judgment and according to government and industry standards and best practices, each
initialed statement is true and has been repeatedly and consistently demonstrated.

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Note: Verifier must have submitted one “Verifier Information” form related to this candidate.
Mail the completed Experience Application Package with payment to: NICET, c/o Bank of America, PO Box 418651, Boston, MA 02241-8651
If this form supplements a previously-paid experience evaluation, send it to: NICET Evaluation, 1420 King Street, Alexandria VA 22314
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